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KEVIN MULLIGAN 

PERCEPTION, PARTICULARS AND PREDICATES 

What sort of an episode is perception? What are the objects of such episodes? What is the grammatical 

and logical form of perceptual reports, direct and indirect? Each of these questions has been the subject of 

recent discussion. In what follows I set out one answer to each of them and explore some of the ways 

these answers support and complement each other. The answers adopted are: to perceive - and I shall 

normally only have in mind visual perception - is not to judge or to conceptualize but a sui generis mental 

mode or activity involving non-conceptual content; perception is of particulars only; the complements of 

perceptual verbs are, with one exception, non-propositional and indirect perceptual reports are made true 

by direct perceptual relations between subjects and particulars of various sorts. 

Perhaps the most basic and certainly the most familiar connection between the psychological, 

ontological and semantic aspects of perception is provided by the following two claims. First, that the 

syntactic difference between the complements in “Sam saw Mary” and “Sam saw that Mary was happy” is 

correlated with the ontological difference between the two types of referent of the two complements, an 

individual and a state of affairs (situation, singular proposition, fact) where the latter is understood to be 

an abstract entity “containing” a thing and another abstract entity, a property. Second, that seeing Mary, 

unlike seeing that, need involve no judgement or belief1. Thanks to Warnock and Dretske such distinctions 

are now familiar. Simple, direct seeing is attributed by perceptual reports containing non-propositional, 

transparent complements, epistemic seeing or perception based judgement, by propositional, opaque 

complements. Reports of simple seeing are veridical, reports of epistemic seeing are factives. 

In what follows I explore these and a variety of more specific connections between the psychology, 

ontology and grammar of perception. In particular I distinguish (in §1) different things that to see is not to 

believe might mean; I set out (in §2) an account of what it might mean to say that only particulars are 

seen. I argue (in §3) that a familiar account of the semantics of some perceptual reports can be generalised 

and also modified and that the generalisation and modification are compatible with the views about the 

psychology of visual perception and its objects already set out. I then pursue further relations between the 

psychology, semantics and ontology of perception (in §§4-6). 

 



 

1. PERCEPTUAL PRESENTATION vs. PERCEPTUAL REPORTS: TO SEE IS NOT TO BELIEVE 

Perceptual reports provide conceptual representations of relations between subjects and scenes. Do the 

truth-conditions of such reports allude to the exercise of concepts ? Do all truth makers of such perceptual 

reports involve the exercise of concepts ? Does the subject presented with a perceptual scene also 

represent it conceptually ? Is seeing the scene believing ? 

The development of negative answers to these questions is very much a twentieth century 

phenomenon2. But numerous philosophers have been persuaded by the view, that is Kantian if not Kant’s, 

that to see is to judge and so to subsume under concepts. Amongst psychologists, the Helmholtzian view 

that perception involves “ratiomorphic” problem solving, or some sort of conceptual interpretation is 

widespread. Irvin Rock , for example, writes that many sensory properties are forms “undergoing 

description which is neither conscious nor based upon natural language” but which is propositional3. A 

number of distinctions and arguments have been employed in order to deny that to see is to believe. I first 

present these in a very general form and then distinguish some more precise claims. 

First, faced with some perceptual scene or situation I can carve it up conceptually in lots of different 

ways. The variety of ways I can describe what I see seem to differ in quantity and quality from the variety 

of ways I can express what I think. I see much more at a moment than I could describe at that moment. 

Similarly, not only can I use very different concepts to describe what I see but a large number of syntactic 

types of perceptual reports are available. What I say about what I see is often underdetermined by what I 

see. One of the many aspects of this underdetermination is that changes in position and perspective do not 

always correlate with changes in the sense of my embedded and unembedded perceptual reports. In 

particular, a use of a demonstrative can retain a constant sense for both a speaker and his interlocutor even 

though the perception on which it is based varies. 

Secondly, I can often suppose of something I see that it varies continuously: the colour of the bird I see 

could change gradually through a variety of different colours. Its movement can be imagined as changing 

gradually through a whole series of curves. These possibilities are, it is true, constrained in my actual 

perceptual experience by the existence of salient forms which mean that certain continuous 

transformations are seen as abrupt transitions. But no such Gedankenexperiment is possible in the case of 

the concepts occurring in my reports. For many concepts we cannot imagine gradual transformations of 

their constituent semantic features, at least on many accounts of concept-possession. The Dretskean 

distinction between the analog nature of visually conveyed information and the digital nature of 



linguistically conveyed information4 is one way of unpacking this distinction between conceptual and 

perceptual variation. 

Thirdly, it is often held that illusions such as the Brentano-Müller-Lyer illusion show that what the 

subject judges is not what he (takes himself to see) sees and hence that his visual information does not 

come packaged as a judgement.  

Finally, it has been suggested that perceiving, unlike belief-formation and inference, is stupid, quick, 

automatic and normally reliable. As Brunswik puts it, “the perceptual system is like a stupid animal in us” 

and is relatively independent of our thoughts and inferences5. 

But by no means all philosophers have seen the light. Slogans such as “all seeing is theory laden” or 

“all seeing is seeing as”, where this is taken to be equivalent to the first or to “all seeing is concept-laden”, 

are still very popular. Quine and Searle, to mention only these two unlikely bedfellows, persist in thinking 

that “see” is fundamentally propositional and that to see is to believe. Such a view has the following 

consequence: if Sam sees Mary and kisses her, what he kisses - Mary - is not what he sees, that Mary is 

there. 

I do not want to do more than refer to these arguments and distinctions here. My aim is rather to 

distinguish some of the different claims involved in the thesis that to see is not to believe. The claim that 

seeing is not believing involves at least two distinct claims: to see is not to be the bearer of the attitude of 

belief and to see involves no propositional or other conceptual content. The connection between the two 

points is that if there is no belief without propositional content and hence without concepts, if seeing is 

non-conceptual then it is not doxastic. Of course, propositional content may be supposed or even simply 

entertained. But as far as I know, it has not been suggested that perception is a state or act of this type. It 

might also be held that perception involves propositional content (manipulations of mentalese) but no 

attitude of belief or judgement - perhaps because the attitudes of seeing and judging are insulated from one 

another or because perception is stupid and reliable whereas judgement and thought are intelligent but 

unreliable. Conversely, Brentano took perception to be a type of judgement but since his theory of 

judgement is not a propositional theory he took seeing to be non-propositional. 

The claim that to see involves no propositional content is also ambiguous as between two familiar 

senses of “content”. In one sense of the word, “content” is the way we think of or see something - it is 

used in this way in tripartite act-content-object accounts of the mind. In a second sense of the word it is 

what we think of or see - it is used in this way in act-object accounts. Frege is the patron saint of accounts 

of the first sort, Russell of accounts of the second sort. To claim that to see involves no content in the 



former sense is entirely compatible with the view that what is seen is a singular proposition or state of 

affairs which in its turn is compatible with, if not entailed by the view that to see is to judge, to judge that 

the state of affairs in question obtains. It will therefore be convenient to distinguish between concepts and 

properties where the former are constituents of, for example, the way we judge and the latter, for example, 

part of what is judged, of singular propositions or states of affairs. Concepts, we may say, are part of 

propositional content6. Then to say that to see is not to believe is to assert that to see is not to be in the 

attitude of belief and is not to conceptualize. 

In the light of these distinctions it is clear that each of the considerations and distinctions advanced above against the view 

that to see is to believe split into a number of further claims. Thus to say that visual information is analogic might mean that the 

way we see is analogic or that what is seen is analogic, or both. 

Instead of saying that to see is not to believe we should really say: to see is not to judge. Belief, after 

all, is not an episode but a disposition which either predates or comes into being with judgings. Similarly, 

to say that perception involves no conceptual content is really to say, in Sellar’s phrase, that seeing can 

take place without the occurrence of any conceptual episode. Perception is not conception. Failure to take 

seriously the distinction between episodes and dispositions to produce such episodes is crucial. For who 

would want to deny that many perceptual episodes, even if they involve no conceptual episodes, could not 

occur unless the subject enjoyed a mastery of certain concepts ?  

The claim that seeing involves no conceptual episodes is primarily directed against one or both of two 

conceptions of concepts: against the typically Fregean view that a conceptual episode is a judging or 

grasping of an ideal thought; or against the view that a conceptual episode is a structured mental tokening; 

or against the combination of these two views according to which mental tokenings are tokenings of types 

of thought understood in some non-nominalist fashion. In what follows I shall have views of these three 

types in mind. Consideration of the view that seeing is not judging where the latter is taken to be a 

manipulation of a formula of mentalese or a strongly functional property would take us too far afield. 

We can now see that some of the considerations adduced against the view that seeing is judging are 

directed against the claim that to see is to be the bearer of the attitude of judgement and others against the 

claim that it involves conceptual content. Thus, the appeal to phenomena such as the Brentano-

Müller-Lyer illusion is directed against the view that the act or state of perception is or involves an act of 

judging. But the distinction between information conveyed in analogic form and information conveyed in 

digital form is used against the view that simple seeing involves conceptual episodes or the view that it is 

of certain sorts of singular propositions or states of affairs, or both. 



The appeal to illusions such as the Brentano-Müller-Lyer illusion sometimes takes the following form: 

the subject perceptually takes two lines to have different lengths but knows or judges that they have the 

same length7. So the two attitudes are distinct. But of course it is open to the Kantian to say that what we have here are 

two judgements, one of which is perception based, the other memory-based (the subject watched as the two equidistant lines 

were drawn) or based on testimony (the subject believes the psychologist). 

If the type of attitude involved in simple seeing is not judging then, even if we also want to say that it 

sustains a prima facie inclination to believe or judge, we ought to be able to characterise it positively in 

non-dispositional terms. But this is not easy. Broad makes the negative point: “It would be nearer the truth 

to say that at the purely perceptual level people do not have the special experience called “belief” or 

“judgement”8. But what is the occurrent visual attitude if this is correct ? 

If Sam sees Mary, then we may say he takes her to exist or be there, an idiom that captures the element 

of trust and confidence that we place in the deliverances of the senses, as in those of testimony, without 

attributing to Sam the judgement that Mary exists. Sam takes Mary to be both present and actual but does not judge 

that this is the case. (Being present, like being actual, implies without being equivalent to, existence in the sense of the 

quantifier). An analogy may help to get a grip on the non-propositional attitude Sam has.  

One of Strawson’s objections to Russell’s account of definite descriptions was that a speaker who 

asserts by using a sentence containing a monadic predicate and a definite description is not thereby 

asserting a conjunction of sentences or propositions. This is a negative point about what happens when 

someone asserts. Strawson’s positive point was that such a speaker presupposes or believes that something is the case. But a 

presupposition or belief is not something that happens when a speaker makes an assertion. It may simply be a dispositional 

property of the speaker. One way of characterising positively the speaker’s attitude towards the definite description he uses is to 

say that he takes the definite description to designate an object. This attitude is not a propositional attitude although the speaker’s 

belief that there is such an object is. 

Although this analogy throws some light on what it is for an attitude to be non-propositional it does not 

help us to understand what it is that makes of perception an attitude in which we normally take something 

to be present. As is occasionally noted, the internal relations between perception and action, in particular 

the fact that perception is a part of actual and possible behavioural patterns, are essential to our habit of 

taking things to be perceptually present. As Broad points out, “to believe so and so at this [perceptual] 

level really means to act as it would be reasonable to act if one believed so and so, and to be surprised if 

the action turns out to be a failure”9. “Reasonable” must be understood widely: the interaction between 

motor abilities and perception over time is essentially a pre-reflective matter, involving automatic and 

sub-intentional behaviour10. 



Can the view that perceptual content must be allowed for survive rejection of the view that to see is to 

judge ? At least three features of perceptual episodes make perceptual content, what Peacocke calls 

“manners of perception”, plausible: the fact that what is seen is seen as organised in different ways, the 

perceptual constancies (on which see §3) and the fact that what is seen is seen under different modes of 

orientation (left-right, up-down, here-there...). But then the friend of non-conceptual content must face the 

objection that his view is merely a variant of representationalism and that his naive realism appears to 

crumble into critical realism11. He must also reply to the direct objection that the contents he allows for in 

veridical perception are actually all different features of what he sees rather than ways in which he sees 

what he sees12. This objection is perhaps least plausible for the modes of orientation. One option open to 

the direct realist is to allow for content only in the case of illusions and hallucinations. I shall bracket these 

questions in what follows. But in §3, in line with the project of this paper, I shall suggest that the view that 

seeing always involves non-conceptual content is supported by the relations between certain perceptual 

reports. 

Clearly, any argument in favour of non-conceptual perceptual content will presuppose a theory of 

concepts since such an argument needs to show that perceptual content does not involve concepts as these 

are conceptualised by some theory of concepts. Let us briefly note some fairly obvious implications of a 

well-known family of views about concepts that derive from Frege and Wittgenstein. A creature that can 

employ general, material concepts such as red, square, car, man must employ them together with formal, 

logical concepts such as propositional form, negation and implication. If the latter are not employed in 

perception, then neither are the former. Creatures that cannot employ the latter cannot employ the former. 

So very young children and animals, creatures that clearly perceive, do not employ any sort of concepts. 

Mastery of of one elementary formal, logical concept presupposes mastery of the others. Finally, 

individual concepts cannot be employed except in connection with general concepts. So if perception does 

not involve the former it does not involve the latter13. The theory of concepts from which these 

consequences about perception flow will impress neither the philosopher who disallows conceptual 

content nor the philosopher who rejects its extreme holism about the relations between formal concepts 

and about the relations between these and material concepts. But it provides a challenge to the view that to 

perceive is to infer, to form conditional judgements, hypotheses etc.. For to infer is, surely, to use formal 

concepts. And it provides a constraint on accounts of content and perceptual reports: were the latter to 

attribute the employment of formal concepts then perception would involve two sorts of conceptual 

content. 

 



 

2. PERCEPTION IS OF PARTICULARS ONLY 

 

What are the objects of perceptual episodes ? One apparently plausible answer runs as follows. 

Suppose Sam sees Maria’s sadness or the colour of the book. Then he sees that she is sad, that the book 

has this or that colour, that is to say states of affairs consisting of individuals and properties or sets. One 

motivation for such a view is the undeniable fact that the definite descriptions “Maria’s sadness” and “the 

colour of the book” are derived from sentences. But if to see is not to judge we may resist the temptation to assume 

that this logico-grammatical point tells us what it is that Sam sees. Of course some positive account of what it is that Sam sees 

must then be provided.  

The metaphysics of dependent particulars provides just such an account14. Dependent particulars, also 

called “tropes”, for obscure Australo-American reasons, as well as “moments”, “abstract particulars” and 

“characters” are the nominalist’s most useful toy. For their defining characteristic is that they are as 

particular, that is rooted in time and the causal order and so not repeatable, as things or individuals. But as 

another series of names for these entities -”property instances”, “individualised forms”, “concrete 

properties” - indicates, they can also enrich the ontological commitment of a philosopher who already 

accepts abstract, repeatable properties.  

As indicated in Figure 1, by independent particulars (individuals or things) I mean objects like Mary 

and Sam, this table, that umbrella. By dependent particulars I mean events such as winning a race or 

seeing, processes such as singing, running, hitting, listening, looking and parrying and states such as 

roundnesses, rednesses or sadnesses. The claim that is central to the metaphysics of tropes, and its most 

controversial aspect is that the redness of Maria’s cheek, its shape, her sadness are numerically distinct 

from the redness and shape of Sam’s cheek and from his sadness. Numerically distinct, but more or less 

similar. Similarity itself, like other formal entities, can either be regarded as a further trope or as a 

universal15. 

If we except long lasting states, which are anyway of little interest in perceptual contexts, we may say 

that dependent particulars are episodes. Since everything we see is an individual or an episode everything 

we see is particular - that, at any rate is the thesis. 

The two fundamental distinctions within the class of dependent particulars are static vs dynamic and 

monadic vs relational. 
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Figure 1 

Some friends of tropes do without either independent particulars, conceived traditionally as being in 

time but as having no temporal parts, or the modal concept of dependence (“cannot exist without”). But 

since this is, by my book, bad metaphysics and in order to simplify the following account of the 

connection between the metaphysics of tropes and perception I shall assume that Maria’s sadness depends 

on her in the sense that it could not have occurred without her, that Maria is independent of her sadness 

although not of all tropes16. The ways in which alternative metaphysics of tropes, which make things out to 



be entities that have temporal parts or do without dependence, connect up with the analysis of perception 

are easily imagined.  

Less controversial than the claim that substances have no temporal parts are the mereological 

characterisations of events as punctual entities, of processes as entities whose salient parts do not fall 

under the material concepts under which the processes themselves fall and of states as entities whose 

temporal parts are states of the same type as the entire state (provided partition is not pushed too far). This 

classification of entities matches in well-known ways features of verbal aspect and of the lexical structures 

of verbs and other parts of speech17. 

The quickest way to grasp the import of this taxonomy of particulars is to consider its most 

controversial implications. Let us look at these going from the less to the more controversial. That we see 

particular things is, with the proviso just mentioned about different accounts of thinghood, relatively 

uncontroversial. In the early defences of the distinction between simple seeing of particulars and epistemic 

seeing (seeing that) it was often mentioned en passant that there is simple seeing of events or processes. 

But perception of particular states, such as the shape of a book,and of all types of particular relations, such 

as a jump over a fence or proximity, were as little popular than as now. Warnock (1955, 212), indeed, 

asserted that all perception of relations involved seeing that, that is, belief. Dretske (1969, 41) gives one 

clear example of simple perception of a relational process, seeing a boy crash through the picture window 

on a motor-scooter. A second example, seeing a man waving to his wife (33f.) introduces a complication: 

“waving to” may be held to be non-extensional. Dretske also gives as examples of perceptible processes 

such happenings or occurrences as battles, games and ceremonies18. Like their static counterparts, groups, 

such as an alley of trees, these depend on lots of lower order relations although they are not themselves 

relations. A ceremony consists of a number of relational speech acts and other non-linguistic actions. So to 

see a dynamic particular such as a battle is often also to see relational dynamic tropes19.  

As a result of Higginbotham’s elegant extension of ideas of Davidson, the view that we can see events 

and processes enjoys greater popularity than it did (but see §3)20. However, the claim that there are static 

tropes, monadic and relational, and that these are available for perception is much less easily swallowed. 

Is the determinate colour or shape trope of Sam’s copy of Shakespeare really numerically distinct from the 

exactly similar tropes of Maria’s copy ? (I follow the tradition of pretending that redness is monadic.) 

Although he takes no position on the ontological status of conditions and states, Warnock flatly asserts 

that to see the colour of a tie is to know what colour it is, to see the untidy state of a room is to see that it is 

untidy. Although Dretske restates the view that goes back to Aristotle, that we do simply see static 

accidents - his example is the tattered condition of a book - he is, as far as I can see, silent about the most 



controversial claim on our list: that we simply see static relational accidents, Maria holding Sam in her 

arms, their proximity, the distance between Sam and Pierre, the book on the table. 

It is worth noting that our quite general claim that we see only particulars has a distinguished past, 

however much it grates today. Traditionally those properties that have been taken to be visible or 

perceptible, and which have been called “qualities”, have more often than not been taken to be 

non-repeatable items. The traditional terminology of “primary and secondary qualities” was often 

introduced with the gloss that primary qualities, unlike secondary qualities, are “in” their bearers. The 

preposition is Aristotelian: accidents are “in” their bearers but not as an ordinary part is in a substance. 

Primary qualities, so understood, are accidents, that is non-repeatable particulars. Similarly, the traditional 

claim that secondary qualities are not “in” substances is not a denial of the non-repeatability of such items, 

but rather the claim that they are relational particulars, or dispositional properties the manifestations of 

which are relational. (Traditionally, of course, there was much scepticism about whether accidents could 

be relational. But this may be the result of a failure to distinguish between being in and depending on). It 

is thus perhaps no accident that philosophers in this century who have defended dependent particulars 

(Stout against Moore) have been psychologists of perception. 

Which view should we prefer ? That perception is of particulars of the different types just described ? Or that to perceive is 

to judge and so attributes abstract properties to things with or without the help of conceptual content ? Or that to perceive is not 

to judge but nevertheless relates us to abstract entities ? The following arguments may be adduced in favour of the first view. 

First, particularism about the objects of perception inherits all the advantages of nominalism, in 

particular economy. If there are only particulars and if perception is veridical then perception must be of 

particulars. Secondly, a philosopher who accepts dynamic tropes, events or processes, ought to accept 

static tropes. Events and processes are often the beginnings and endings of states. Given this peculiarly 

intimate connection - bilateral dependence - between static and dynamic entities, is it plausible to say that 

what a particular such as an event or process brings into being is a relation of exemplification between an 

ideal attribute and an individual ? Consider the analogous point about the perception of episodes and 

states: we are asked to believe that a subject can directly perceive the dynamic trope which is an object’s 

changing its colour but that the colour it has after the change belongs to a quite distinct ontological 

category. 

Thirdly, if it is a necessary truth that we see but do not hear or touch colours, then, it might be 

suggested, there is an analogous necessary connection between perception and particulars: we cannot see 

universals. There have, of course been philosophers happy to talk of seeing - not merely naming or 

referring to - ideal entities. (But why do they not allow that these can be heard ?). Also, some views of 



colours, for example that they are reflectancy properties, cast doubt on our venerable starting point. 

Worse, the analogy is weaker than it seems. The connections between the senses and the objects 

appropriate to them concern material concepts - see, hear, colours, sounds. But the distinction between 

particulars and universals is a much more abstract, perhaps even topic-neutral distinction. 

Thus far the alternative to particularism has been the view that there are ideal, multiply-exemplifiable 

properties and that these are perceptible. The friend of the latter often takes them to be components of 

states of affairs. What should particularism say about properties as components of states of affairs ? 

According to the theory of situations of Barwise and Perry, situations - not just the structures that 

model them - are conceived of in partly Platonic terms, as sets of n-tuples each of which contains objects, 

relations and locations. Now situations so conceived are at least defensible candidates for truth making. 

But Barwise and Perry also claim that the objects of perception are a sub-category of situations so 

conceived, scenes. The friends of ideal properties and relations can, however, go some way towards 

agreeing with the claim that perception is of particulars. Armstrong, for example, breaks with the 

assumption pervasive in early theories of states of affairs, that these are ideal entities. He suggests that 

when individuals and an ideal recurrent relation come together in a state of affairs the resultant entity is 

itself a particular. He calls this “the victory of particularity”. And it has been argued that even sets are in 

some sense spatio-temporal entities. On such views, perception is of particulars; even the perception of 

things can then be described as perception of states of affairs, for things are particulars with a 

particularity-aspect and a universality-aspect21. Such a view that can readily be combined with the analysis 

of events and processes according to which these are triples of things, abstract properties and times but 

which is superfluous on the view adopted here of episodes as “bare particulars”. 

Armstrongian states of affairs, then, allow us to say that we perceive only particulars, unlike the 

situations of Barwise and Perry. But on neither account is it the case that what we see is wholly particular. 

Although an Armstrongian state of affairs is a particular it is not wholly particular, it is not a complex 

object. But if there is one point on which the majority of psychologists of perception are agreed it is the 

fact that the mode of articulation of what we see is mereological. There is disagreement about whether 

visual parsing is bottom-up or top-down but not about the fact that it involves either going from parts to 

wholes or from wholes to parts. The transition from nineteenth century perceptual psychology to Gestalt 

psychology took the form of an extended quarrel about what mereological principles were applicable to 

perception. And it is the Gestaltists’ way of analysing the results that are to be found in psychology 

textbooks. Work on perception of both dynamic and static scenes invariably talks of part-whole relations 

between the different particulars we see: lines, edges and corners as parts of more complicated shapes; the 



slight bouncing form of the movement of a person as containing the quasi-pendular forms of the 

movements of his parts etc. A convincing philosophical account of what it means to say that a visual scene 

contains dynamic and static parts is still a desideratum but the answer is not, I suggest, to impose on visual 

complexity the thing-property mode of articulation which is, at best, appropriate to theories of what truth-

bearers represent and of their truth-makers. 

A friend of states affairs may say that when a thing has a property then there is a whole of which the 

thing and the property are parts, that is, that states of affairs are wholes. But as Wittgenstein and Russell 

stressed, nothing speaks in favour of such a move. A whole contains entities of the same formal type. But 

things and properties are not of the same formal type. 

The fact that visual items belong to complex wholes and that many of them stand in relations of 

dependence to others provides an alternative to states of affairs. Suppose a predicate corresponds to - has 

as a semantic value - a property and a singular term to an individual. Within the philosophy of judgement 

one classical view is that the property and the individual combine in the state of affairs they belong to. On 

such a view, the unity of the sentence reflects the unity of the state of affairs. Whatever plausibility this 

has as an account of judgement or assertion, no analogous move needs to be made in the case of 

perception. If Sam sees a jump then the jump he sees is the jump of whoever jumps: since tropes are 

dependent particulars no states of affairs are required in simple perception. 

This last claim can be combined with the view that truth-bearers represent states of affairs the 

obtaining of which makes the truth-bearers true to provide the following condition on verification. A 

truth-bearer is verified only if a dependent particular that instantiates the property ascribed by its main 

predicate and depends on the named individual is seen. But there is also the thorough-going nominalist 

view that states of affairs and abstract properties are not even required to give an account of what 

sentences represent and what makes them true22. On such a view, a truth-bearer is made true by some 

dependent particular. This yields an even closer mesh between our account of what is seen and what is 

said. 

A final consideration in favour of the particularist account of perception appeals to the phenomenon of 

perceptual constancy. I mentioned above the view that what is seen are wholes and parts. Wholes and 

parts are units. Work on the phenomena of thing constancy, colour constancy, size constancy and shape 

constancy suggests that what is seen is standardly seen as units. We come to see what we see as units over 

time as a result of the processing of cues within extended perceptual-behavioural episodes. If perception 

were not standardly dynamic the constancy effects would not occur. We see the colour or shape of one 

thing, for example, as one colour or as one shape, as one constant colour or shape throughout variations in 



the cues23. For those direct realists who reject perceptual content, the perceptual constancies or invariants 

are not ways of seeing what we see as constant units but just what we see24. But direct realists who take 

the constancies seriously, whether or not they allow for perceptual content, should deny that we see 

properties. The constant units we see are units, that is to say, they are all of the same ontological type. 

Some, it is true, are things and others are tropes. But all of them are particulars. The friend of non-

conceptual content will add that we see these particulars as units without grasping individual and general 

concepts. The two modes of articulation, individual vs general concepts and thing vs property may be 

appropriate to judgements (beliefs) and their semantic values but they are foreign to perception. 

At this point the philosopher for whom all content is conceptual is likely to object that at least the 

distinction between seeing something as one thing and seeing something as one event must correspond to 

a distinction, within content, between application of the category of thing and application of the category 

of event. The friend of non-conceptual content can only escape this objection, I suggest, if he can show 

that the difference between contents presenting things and contents presenting processes is explicable in 

terms of the different actual and possible types of behaviour appropriate to things and to processes (we can 

grasp and move around things but can only orbit, not grasp, processes). Such an account remains, 

however, a desideratum25. 

Suppose, then, that to see is to see only particulars and this in virtue of non-conceptual content. What 

relation does such a claim have to the syntax and semantics of reports of visual perception? 

 

 

 

 

 

3. THE VARIETY AND COMPLEXITY OF SIMPLE SEEING 

 

Indirect perceptual reports take a variety of complements which can usefully be imagined as forming a 

family, the two best-known members of which are reports taking the simplest sort of nominal complement 

(1) and reports whose complement is propositional (3). 



(1) a saw Proper name/Common Noun/Demonstrative/Indexical 

(2) a saw Maria/that/a man 

(3) a saw that p 

Surprisingly enough, all the other complement in the family are to be found wherever philosophers talk 

about tropes (see §2). Thus, in addition to complements that refer us to independent particulars and 

contain proper names, demonstratives (2) or common nouns in indefinite descriptions or in Russellian 

definite descriptions, we also find non-Russellian definite descriptions such as the complements of “saw” 

in 

(4) a saw the redness of the ball  

(5) a saw Mary’s sadness. 

Clearly, the simplest analysis of these, for a friend of tropes, is the claim that what is seen in (4) and (5) 

is a static, monadic trope. An analogous claim about the complements in  

(6) a saw the table’s shape  

(7) a saw Mary’s jump 

is that what is seen in the first case is a static, monadic trope and that what is seen in the second 

case is a dynamic, monadic trope. Some friends of tropes, it is true, incline to the view that descriptions of 

the form “the F-ness of b” have a better claim to refer to tropes than the nominalisations employed in (6) 

and (7). 

Just as we should resist the temptation to say that because the complement in (7) is derived from the 

sentence “Mary jumps” what is seen is the state of affairs the sentence would describe and its components, 

a person and a property, so too we should resist this temptation in the case of relational complements such 

as 

(8) a saw Maria’s proximity to Sam 

(9) a saw Maria’s jump over the fence. 

Like the definite description construction, the participle (or Acc-Ing) construction26 reports our 

perceptions of monadic and relational processes and events, singular and plural: 



(10) a saw Maria jumping 

(Cf. the Irish construction “I saw a young woman, and she walking like a queen” and, on this, 

Chesterton 1919, 200.) 

(11) a saw Maria killing Sam. 

If the metaphysics of tropes set out in §2 is accepted, then (4)-(11) are plausibly construed as reporting 

perceptions of what we have called monadic and relational tropes. Different types of definite description 

make possible reference to both dynamic and static tropes. And there are two types of report whose 

function is to attribute perception of dynamic tropes - the participle construction27 and the naked infinitive 

construction. The temptation to derive the participle complement from a sentence must here be resisted 

simply because the construction is derived neither from restrictive nor from non-restrictive relatives (cf. 

Guasti 1992). Although gerunds form genuine singular terms referring to both static and dynamic tropes 

their use as complements in reports of visual perception is doubtful28 

(12) ? a saw Maria’s jumping. 

(Cf. a has heard Maria’s singing) 

The naked infinitive complement (13), like the participle complement, reports only processes and 

events, relational or monadic, and is not any sort of singular term: 

(13) a saw John jump  

(14) *John jump is F 

(15) a saw John jump over the fence 

(16) a saw John hit Sam 

(17) *a saw the ball be red/John be sad. 

Reports such as “a saw Maria on the bench” attribute perception of static relations but, as in the naked 

infinitive construction, the complement is not any sort of singular term. Their non-relational counterpart is 

illustrated by the Noun + Adj construction, “a saw Sam naked”29. 

One interesting implication of the naked infinitive construction (and perhaps of the participle 

construction also) is the how construction30. Thus (16) implies 



(18) a saw how John hit Sam 

which reports the result of visual tracking of the way a process or event occurs. Notice that the 

claim that a naked infinitive construction implies a how construction means only that when one sees Maria 

walk along the path there is some feature of the way she does this that is seen. One may well not see more 

than the way her head bobs along above a wall which hides the rest of the way she moves. 

The five constructions we have found to be complements of “saw”, (a) singular terms of different more 

or less exotic sorts and common nouns (b) participles, (c) the naked infinitive, (d) the Acc + Noun 

construction and its relational counterpart and (e) the how construction all exhibit the feature 

[non-propositional]. The last four are also always sub-propositional. Although predicates occur in these 

complements their function is not to attribute to the perceiver any predication nor therefore to attribute to 

him a propositional attitude or belief. In stark contrast, to assert that someone sees that John is jumping or 

hitting Sam is to attribute to that person both predication, a propositionally mediated access to the world, 

and belief. Naked infinitives and the participle construction are examples of what Chomsky (1981, 105ff.) 

calls “small clauses”. They contain the elements needed for predication including predicates but not the structure of 

predication.  

To see an F is for it to be the case that something is an F, but not to see that something is F. Perceptual 

contact with an independent particular, a, is perceptual contact with b just in case a = b. Similarly, perceptual 

contact with a dependent particular r is perceptual contact with s just in case r = s.31 

Higginbotham’s extension of Davidson’s account of the semantics of events to naked infinitives is the 

best known source of the view that such perceptual reports quantify over events and processes. This view 

is distinct from the claim advanced here that we see dependent particulars but there are a number of 

different routes from the former to the latter. 

First, Higginbotham’s account of naked infinitives can be extended to deal with sentences of the same 

types as those exemplified by (4), (5), (6) and (8) by introducing quantification over states32. As noted in 

§2 resistance to quantification over states is greater than resistance to quantification over events and 

processes. This is in part because the syntactic and semantic motivations are less compelling in one case than in the other. But 

quantification over states does allow us to understand the structure of sentences such as 

a is dark red. 

It is a’s redness, the individual state, which is dark. 



The events, processes and states quantified over by Higginbotham and Parsons are terms of relations. 

Thus to see John jump is to see a process which is a jump and which is related to John by the relation of 

being an agent. The tropes introduced in §2 are dependent entities. Some depend one-sidedly, for 

example, on things - monadic tropes. Some depend on two or more things - relational tropes. Thus a 

second extension requires identifying states, events and processes with tropes and also accepting the view 

that these are not mere atomic tropes but dependent entities. 

Truth conditions are not truth-makers. But a third step has it that the tropes quantified over by 

perceptual reports belong to the truth-makers of these reports. To see John jump is for there to be a 

process of jumping which is by John and depends on John and for it to be seen. The proposition  

Sam saw John jump  

is then understood as involving quantification over a visual event and over the the process of 

jumping. The proposition is made true by the visual event of seeing this process and John and the jump. A 

variant on this view allows, as before, for quantification over the process of jumping but disallows 

quantification over any visual event. Then the proposition is made true directly by Sam’s perception and 

what it depends on, John’s jump33. 

On the theory of concepts outlined in §1 attribution in perceptual reports of the use of formal concepts 

to a perceptual subject would have as a consequence that the perceiver is also employing material 

concepts. As Higginbotham points out, “if” and “not” are really absent from the complements of naked 

infinitives. Although conjunction and disjunction, like negation, appear in the surface form it is clear that 

to see Fred enter or Bill leave is just to see Fred enter or to see Bill leave34. But a friend of states of affairs, 

particularly if he has no place for content of any kind, is going to be tempted to allow perception of states 

of affairs containing negation. And Barwise and Perry seem to propose that this is what makes true reports 

such as 

(22) a saw John not get drunk 

But as Higginbotham points out, to see John not get drunk is just to see the process of refraining from 

getting drunk35. Omissions are particulars as positive as commissions, however mysterious are the types of 

cue and criteria involved in their perception. We can, for example, see how John fails to get drunk by 

observing repeated interruptions of the movements of his hands on the way to the bottle.  



The perceptual reports we have looked at so far are indirect reports of direct perception. Another type of 

perceptual report, known to the Gestalt psychologists and Wittgenstein, but which has, apparently, escaped the attention of 

linguists and formal semanticists36 is the “seeing as” construction, 

(19) a saw b as an n  

where “n” ranges over common nouns such as “rabbit”, “duck” and “book”. (The use of “see as” 

with adjectives seems to be less common). This is perhaps most frequently used in reports of perception of 

static entities (in particular, of independent particulars) but its range can be extended by the use of verb 

nominalisations, 

(20) a saw b as a jump (*as jumping)  

or by the use of a formal concept as in the writings of the Gestalt psychologists 

(21) a saw b as a part of/fitting/an n (as going with c). 

Thanks in part to a common interpretation of Wittgenstein’s remarks on seeing as it is widely held that 

seeing as reports attribute conceptualisation37. To see a duck as a rabbit is, it is held, to see a duck and to 

subsume it under the concept of rabbit. Although we often do see things by subsuming them under 

concepts, perhaps even without thereby judging that they fall under concepts38, the form of “seeing as” 

reports suggests that the common view that this is always the case is by no means the most economic 

interpretation of the data. The complement of “see as” is, like the small clauses in indirect reports of direct 

perception, sub-propositional. The friend of direct perception who allows for non-conceptual content 

should say of seeing as reports that they attribute direct perception of a particular via determinate types of 

non-conceptual content. On this view, to see a rabbit as a duck is to see a rabbit and to enjoy the visual 

appearance standardly associated with ducks, that is, for it to look like a duck. The concept duck employed 

in the report serves to classify the subject’s visual state, the appearances he enjoys, the way he sees what 

he sees. The friend of direct perception who allows for no content of any type, on the other hand, will say that the report 

attributes perception of duckhood. 

Austin, and perhaps Wittgenstein, held that “«seeing as` is for special cases”39. The suggestion might 

be that the following principle is false: 

(A) To see something is always to see it in some way. 

It is true that a certain oddity attaches to reports like 

a saw the rabbit as a rabbit. 



But all that (A) requires is that if Sam saw a rabbit then one possibility is that there is something 

that he saw which is a rabbit and that he saw it as a rabbit. As an observer of Sam might put it: “He saw 

that, that is a rabbit and he saw that as a rabbit”.  

If perceptual content is non-conceptual then it is important to distinguish terminologically between the 

errors and truths appropriate to perception-based beliefs, on the one hand, and the illusions and 

hallucinations to which visual experience is heir. We might say that perceptual content fits its object more 

or less.  

Our rapid survey of perceptual reports has brought to light two connected features of such reports 

which are relevant to the evaluation of the theses canvassed in §§1-2: their plasticity and their variety. By 

the plasticity of the non-propositional and subpropositional perceptual complements I mean that they 

allow us to attribute perception of different components of complex scenes and their interrelations. Thus 

they provide us with three different syntactic ways of attributing perception of different types or aspects of 

dynamic particulars. Whereas the naked infinitive describes completed actions 

(22) a saw John cross the road 

the participle describes incomplete or ongoing actions 

(23) a saw John crossing the street40. 

The “see how” construction, (18), makes possible description of that accident of an accident which is 

the way a process occurs or is performed. Non-Russellian descriptions, (4), (5), can function both 

attributively and referentially like their better known counterparts and can also report perception of tropes 

which does not involve perception of the trope’s bearer. Finally, nominalisations of verbs, (7), can be 

employed in the plural to attribute perceptual contact with groups or manifolds of dynamic particulars. To 

see Mary’s jumps is to see such a temporally extended group. Reports employing the naked infinitive or participle 

merely leave this possibility open. 

The syntactic variety of the complements of perceptual verbs is unrivalled. Verbs of emotion are highly 

selective: I can admire Mary’s intelligence without admiring Mary, and Christianity tells us to hate the 

sinner’s deeds, his sins, but not the sinner. Yet they cannot select naked infinitives. “Refer to”, speaker’s 

reference, might be thought to enjoy the same privileges as “see” since, after all, an object is anything that 

can be referred to. But neither the naked infinitive nor the participle construction can be a complement of 

“refer to” or of non-natural “meaning”. 



This plasticity or selectivity and variety may well be thought to be explicable in functional and 

evolutionary terms. Is not the most economical explanation of the existence and function of this pervasive 

language game that it reports the variety of particulars with which we have perceptual contact ? The 

semantic space of perceptual verbs and their complements fulfills the function of enabling us to refer to 

the great variety of particulars directly given to us in perception. This sounds like and is an example of the 

venerable tradition of arguing from ontological structure to logical structure. And this tradition does not 

have a good track record. But what better explanation is there of the origin of the system of perceptual 

reports ? 

If what is seen, strictly speaking, are particulars, what relations obtain between reports of perception of 

particulars and reports of perceptual judgements or perception-based beliefs (3)? As the discussions of the 

distinction between primary and epistemic seeing have demonstrated40, to see that aRb need involve 

neither perception of a, nor perception of b, nor perception of the relational trope r that depends on these. 

All that is required is perception of some particulars that stands in a close relation to one of the three plus 

the background knowledge needed to generate the perceptual judgement. I can see that the tank is full by 

seeing the dashboard.  

In §§4-5 I turn to two further connections between the psychology and logical grammar of perception. 

 

 

4. SIMPLE SEEING OF COMPLEX OBJECTS  

VIA INTERNAL RELATIONS 

 

To see simply is not ordinarily to see simples and for the friend of non-conceptual perceptual content to 

see simply is not a simple affair, in spite of the fact that it involves no propositional or conceptual 

complexity. 

The identity of logical form in 

a sees b 

and 



a is next to b 

can easily lead one to think that what makes true such a simple extensional perceptual two place 

sentence as “a sees b” is as indifferent to the internal structure of b as is the relation of spatial contiguity. 

But the individuals we see are in almost all cases complex, as are many of the dependent tropes we see, 

and this complexity is presented to the perceiving subject (analogue information). Thus we see the colour 

contrasts between the parts of things and their interrelations. Another analogy between simple perception 

and certain views of the relation between the use of a name and its bearer will help to make this clear. On 

one popular view of proper names I need be aware of no complexity at all in the object I successfully 

name. It is true that on this same view the baptism in which name and object come together involves some 

perceptual contact with the object’s complexity but once the name has successfully been attached to its 

bearer and this link has been transmitted to other speakers they at least enter into direct contact with the 

object without any awareness of its complexity. On another view of proper names their use is mediated by 

descriptions. So here awareness either of some complexity in the designated object or of some of its 

properties is necessary. But the subject’s awareness here is mediated only by conceptual or linguistic 

rather than perceptual complexity. This conceptual complexity is normally much poorer than the rich 

perceptual complexity with which the average perceived thing presents itself to its perceiver. To see a 

brown rectangular thing, which is my favourite book of poetry, is to see lots of relations between the 

salient parts of this form and to grasp the supervenient Gestalt property that is its rectangularity, though it 

need involve no thought about books or poetry. 

The extensionality of reports of simple seeing misleads also for a second reason. Often, perhaps 

always, things are perceived together with a variety of relations in which they stand. Here again there is a 

contrast with linguistic behaviour. We often make monadic predications without entertaining any 

relational thoughts but in perception we cannot normally avoid seeing relations - for example the 

figure-ground relation. And even when we do produce assertions with a relational form we are normally 

only talking about the relation mentioned and not about other relations. But to see a brown rectangular 

thing is to see, attentively and inattentively, its relation to the background and a variety of relations of 

contrast and similarity between the different colours with which we are presented. Because of the 

analogue nature of perceptual information and because of the structure of the visual field we typically see 

via seeing relations. This relational complexity is presented to us. We regularly track visually not merely 

individuals and their qualities but also relational qualities and processes. Need we conclude from the 

pervasiveness of the figure-ground relation, of relations of chromatic discontinuity and the fact that salient 

things are normally internally complex that to track visually relations is to see that ? We have already seen 

that a variety of complements of perceptual reports allow us to attribute perceptions of relational tropes 



without thereby attributing judgements or beliefs to the effect that certain relations hold. But the pervasive 

relations just mentioned belong to a different type of relation than do the relations mentioned by these 

complements. The concepts of hitting and jumping ((15-16)) are material concepts and they are used to 

refer to external relations. The figure-ground relation and the relation of chromatic discontinuity are 

internal, formal relations.  

The Berlin Gestalt psychologists (Koffka, Köhler) inclined to the belief that all relations in the visual 

field are internal. But this was due to their critical realism (representationalism), that is, their denial that 

we directly see things and events. To see directly things and episodes is always also to see external 

relations, for example to see something occupy a place or move from one place to another. But what is the 

relation between perception of external relations and perception of internal relations in simple perception? 

Consider again the thesis already mentioned: every denizen of the visual field is seen as a part of a 

whole, at the very least of the scene itself - the key thesis of the uncontroversial descriptive part of Gestalt 

psychology. Now “part” and “whole” are correlative concepts describing an internal relation. It is true that 

outside visual space we can often make the internal relation disappear merely by redescribing the terms. 

But within the visual field traits of each item seen stand in internal relations to the whole scene and to a 

variety of constituent wholes. Do we see such internal formal relations? 

It will help to consider first the variety of visual differentiation. In all except a few possible exotic 

cases - the case of the uniformly blue sky filling my visual field when I am on my back perhaps indicates 

that not all perception is of units, sometimes it is of massy entities - perception involves visual 

differentiation. Dretske recognises this in the following principle for simple seeing 

S sees (n) D = D is visually differentiated from its immediate environment by S.42  

What does visual differentiation consist in? If we bear in mind that Dretske’s principle is in fact a 

statement of the claim mentioned above to the effect that what is seen is normally units of different kinds 

(not to be confused with the claim that such units are seen as units) it becomes apparent that answers to 

this question are provided by all the writers in the Aufbau tradition and by the Gestalt psychologists as 

well as their predecessors. The philosophically most sophisticated taxonomy I have come across is given 

by Russell’s French pupil Jean Nicod in La Géométrie dans le monde sensible (for whom all seen relations 

are external). Combining some of their suggestions we get the following account of what visual 

differentiation involves. First, chromatic and spatial sensory qualities such as redness tropes, shaped 

particulars and extents together with their shape tropes such as squareness, rest and movement and the 

phenomenal quality of familiarity. Secondly, Gestalt properties such as symmetry, parallelism, 



convergence, straightness, curvilinearity, sameness on both sides, verticality, horizontality, obliqueness 

and pointedness43. Thirdly, relations such as the figure-ground relation, symmetry, the profile-particular 

relation, brighter than, chromatic discontinuities and distances, interiority, spatial and temporal inclusion, 

penetration, exteriority and continuity, different types of resemblance, distances, directions and relations 

amongst these, such as incompatibility. Finally, a variety of functional properties of parts of the visual 

field described by Goldmeier: the property of being an end-point, being a centre, being a corner, similarity 

and proximity. In the case of such functional properties it is important to distinguish these from their 

“carriers”. In contrast to an ordinary relation, which links independent terms, a function, in this sense, is 

an n-place relation at least two of whose terms are correlatives, a whole and one or more of its parts. 

Structure comprehends both the relations between parts and functional properties.44 

One difficulty faced by any systematic attempt to work out what is involved in top-down and 

bottom-up accounts of perception is that although the former (as in the case of the Gestaltists) privilege 

internal relations and the latter external relations, many of the relations mentioned can be interpreted as 

either external or internal45. Thus the more or less exact similarity between two coloured things (external) 

involves but is distinct from the (internal) relation of more or less exact similarity between the two colour 

tropes (or properties, for those who prefer them). A relation is internal if the existence of its terms imply 

the existence of the relation. Its terms are properties or tropes except perhaps in the case of numerical 

difference between things. A person’s movement from one place to another depends essentially on time 

and distance traversed. A similar point can be made about the figure-ground relation among others. There 

is a figure ground relation amongst things, but there are also two, connected internal relations - the relation 

of chromatic discontinuity at the edge and the relation of bilateral dependence between the figure shape 

and its edge (the contour is not a contour of the ground in the same sense in which it is a contour of the 

figure).46 

A second difficulty emerges if we consider the relation between visual differentiation and the two types 

of relation we have distinguished, material relational tropes and formal or internal relations. The former - 

hittings and jumps over fences - are visually differentiated. The latter - colour similarity or discontinuity - 

are not differentiated; they differentiate objects but are not differentiated. But this means that they are not 

objects of visual perception.  

 

5. LOOK vs. SEE & (DIS)CONFIRMATION 

 



For the friend of non-conceptual perceptual content perception involves some representation of the 

complexity of what is seen (cf. principle (A) above). If he accepts something like the account in §4 of 

such complexity he may want to distinguish in an analogous fashion between levels or types of perceptual 

content, without of course assuming that one of these enjoys any simple priority over the other. We might 

distinguish that aspect of content that represents the independent particulars we see together with their 

material qualities and the material relational tropes linking them from an interpretative component, adding 

that to interpret, to note internal relations, is not to conceptualise. There is a tendency to think of the 

former as sensory and the latter as non-sensory. But, as has often been pointed out, switches in the way we 

interpret what we see, the sort of switch that occurs when new internal relations are noted, have an almost 

sensory feel about them47. A two-tier account of perceptual content is perhaps alluded to by Wittgenstein 

when he distinguishes between the visual impressions which are something’s looking red and rectangular - 

impressions which correspond to its being red and rectangular - and the way in which internal relations, in 

particular spatial organisation, are represented, in those presentations (Vorstellungen) which are 

interpretations (Deutungen)48. 

Such a content-object account of the psychology of perception can, as we have seen, point to the 

existence of perceptual reports such as (19) as the linguistic tool with the help of which we attribute 

perceptual content to others and to ourselves and, indeed, in the case of first person, present tense, 

exclamatory uses, express the way we see: 

(19) a saw b as an n.  

An assertion of this form, we said, attributes a perception of a particular and of a way in which this is 

seen. It is of course quite consistent with the truth of a report of this form that there is no n that a sees. Just 

as perception of an n may not be perception of an n as an n. The aspects of organisation under which we 

see are extraordinarily difficult to characterise49. A rabbit aspect is one of the ways rabbits should look in 

optimal perception of rabbits. The difficulty is to explain “optimal”, “should” and “normal”. One handle 

on the problem of specifying types of aspect or look is provided by the fact that there is a well-attested felt 

difference between appearances which reflects internal relations amongst them. Thus different 

appearances of an object can be ordered with some success as nearer to or further away from different 

optimal points, appearances that cannot be improved on. Similarly, objects of a type correspond more or 

less closely to a prototype.  

Although friends of perceptual content agree on the need for a distinction between how and what we 

see they disagree about where the dividing line should be drawn. The space of perceptual appearances is 

likely to contain spaces for spatial appearances matching the spaces in which real spatial form varies50. But 



for some philosophers the spaces of colours and of orientations do not match anything in the world of 

objects. Rather, being to the left of is a way in which a real spatial relation is perceived, colours are not 

monadic tropes of things etc. 

We can imagine a world in which things of type T and episodes of type E are regularly seen but never 

under T-aspects or E-aspects. Presumably even in such a world to see a jump would at least involve seeing 

a process under a process aspect. But this is not our world. For us, perception of particulars and perception 

of these under the right aspects are connected in behaviour and in perceptual justification. Behaviour 

connects them in two ways which are constitutive of the dynamic link between perception and behaviour. 

First, the functional correlations between kinaesthetic information and movements, on the one hand, and 

perceptual appearances on the other hand explain our success in seeing what we manipulate. Secondly, 

just as propositional content has both a semantic and a cognitive role, so too perceptual content represents 

but also explains behaviour. One rabbit look will help explain the hunter’s reaching for his gun; another 

one the action of the vegetarian pushing away his plate. And a particular jump look will contribute to 

explaining the applause of the spectators. In functional terms, the fact that perception of a certain type of 

particular is regularly correlated with a certain determinate range of fitting perceptual aspects simplifies 

life. 

Perceptual justification (“motivation”) and defeat occur at the most basic level within perception itself. 

Consider perception in the round. Sam may move round a ball and experience a sequence of meshing 

profiles of the green ball when all of a sudden he is surprised to discover a red indentation. Perhaps one of 

the reasons why the time schema of “see” is punctual is that the unified achievement it describes - like that 

of hearing a melody - involves integrations of this sort that are are in some respect not disappointed. 

A second sort of justification occurs as a relation between a judgement that aRb, on the one hand, and 

perception of a, b, the relational trope r depending on these and the fact that each of these particulars is 

seen under an aspect which fits it, on the other hand. Thus this relation is distinct from the truth-maker 

relation and from the relation which obtains between judgement and perception when it is the case that a, 

b, and r are seen but under the wrong aspects. The claim that Erna hit Mary is made true by the hit that 

depends on them. If Sam sees Erna hit Mary then the claim is true. But Sam’s perception will not justify 

or verify the claim if he sees Erna’s hit as a salute. Verification involves perception which is veridical, 

which fits and which justifies. 

The two sorts of justification just described are relations. But it would be obviously wrong to think that 

we must normally assert or think such relations. The thought that such and such a judgement and such and 

such a perception stand in the relation of justification must be distinguished from our performing the two 



activities that are the potential terms of such a relation. The situation is analogous to that which obtains in 

understanding a demonstrative. When I hear your use of “that” and see the object you are pointing to it is 

not necessary for my comprehension of what you say that I judge that what your demonstrative refers to is 

what we see. Nevertheless, the two sorts of justification and disconfirmation are relations - internal 

relations. As Wittgenstein puts it, the fact that certain sense impressions are precisely a false appearance 

of rain “is based on a definition” (PI §354).  Between successive perceptions of an object, between my 

perception and my perceptual judgement there necessarily exist relations of non-inductive, defeasible 

justification51. Needless to say, Kantians of all stripes, and many others, will find the claim that one or 

both terms of a justification relation may be non-propositional unacceptable.52 

Justification comes in degrees. In the purely perceptual case Sam may be surprised by either the red 

back of the ball or by a peculiar indentation or for both reasons. In the case of perceptual justification of 

the belief that aRb we can distinguish two extremes and a variety of intermediate cases. At one extreme 

there is perception of a, b and the r that depends on them under the fitting aspects in each case. (Perhaps 

we should add: perception in the round under the right sequence of aspects of a, b and r.). At the other 

extreme there is the case already mentioned of fitting perception of some object that stands in some 

sufficiently close relation to a, b or r plus whatever propositional knowledge or belief grounds the belief.  

The fact that justification involves relations like those just described and perhaps even the fact that it 

comes in degrees manifest themselves in the logico-grammatical structure of perceptual reports employing 

“see as”, “look”, “appears”. We express or describe disappointed perceptual and doxastic expectations 

with sentences such as  

(24) It doesn’t look as though it’s a wax doll 

(Jackson’s epistemic use)  

(25) It looks like a man not a wax doll 

(Jackson’s comparative use) 

(26) It doesn’t look red. It looks green. 

The main verbs here are Neg Raisers, like “believe” and “want”, and unlike “judge” and “see”53. 

Sentences containing verbs that are Neg Raisers and negation systematically admit two different 

interpretations, wide negation and narrow negation. Thus (28) admits both (29) and (30): 

(27) a believes that Fb 



(28) a doesn’t believe that Fb  

(29) Not (28)  

(30) a believes b isn’t F.  

Similarly, to say that something does not look red is either to say that it is not the case that it looks red or to say that it doesn’t 

look red but, say, green. 

Often, too, Neg raisers indicate a polar opposition. Thus to assert that Sam does not desire that p is 

either to assert that it is not the case he desires that p, or that his volitive attitude towards p is negative 

(either he shuns the state of affairs that p, or he positively wants that not-p). “Please” and “displease” exhibit the 

same polar opposition. Indeed where they have nominal complements they must be understood as expressing polarly opposed 

attitudes. 

To what polar oppositions, if any, do sentences of the forms (24)-(26) refer us? There are the following 

non-exclusive possibilities: incompatibilities between looks or appearances; incompatibilities between 

actual appearances and the appearances appropriate to our beliefs or expectations; incompatibilities 

between perceptual expectations and perceptions or between our judgements (hypotheses, beliefs) and our 

perceptions. All such incompatibilities are internal relations. 

Neg Raisers such as “believe” and “want” exhibit degrees. “Look” does not exhibit degrees. But the 

perceptual Neg Raisers employed in (24)-(26) do describe situations in which the degree to which an 

expectation or judgement is disconfirmed is augmented.  

To see that p is to judge and so believe that p, we said. Why is “believe” unlike “judge” a Neg Raiser ? 

Frege was one of the first philosophers to stress that judging is not a genus of which positive judging and 

denying are polarly opposed species (cf. love and hate). We can see why logicians persisted in this error: 

judgement and belief are very intimately related. Judging depends on belief and often gives rise to it. 

(Another source of confusion is the existence of the pragmatic phenomenon or speech act of polemic 

denial.) Perhaps “believe” is a Neg Raiser because a person’s core beliefs begin with perceptual 

justifications and their defeaters. Sam’s becoming aware that, contrary to expectation, a does not look F 

marks the beginning of his negative belief that a is F. Of course the further removed a belief is from its 

perceptual origins the less important is the distinction between belief and disbelief. Sam will report his 

belief indifferently as “I believe that x is not F” and as “I don’t believe that x is F”. Nevertheless it seems 

possible that “believe” retains its status as a Neg raiser and is, for example, lexicalised as both “belief” 

and “disbelief” because it bears traces of its origin in something’s looking F or not looking F. 



If seeing is not believing or judging then the gap that opens up between perception and conception 

must be bridged. One way in which it is bridged is in perceptual justification, which we have looked at 

briefly. But the difficulty of specifying determinate types of perceptual Gestalt and appearances thereof 

(perceptual transposibility) is analogous to the difficulty of specifying what it is that different uses of a 

predicate have in common when they are followings of the same rules (linguistic and conceptual 

transposibility). A theory of perceptual justification has to face both of these problems. Two other bridges 

are the linguistic devices of demonstratives and proper names. The simple senses of such expressions on a 

given occasion of use depend on perception albeit in different ways54. Yet another bridge, logically prior to 

the others, is provided by the process of abstraction, the passage from perception to conceptualisation in 

the individual and in the species - and back. Finally, certain verificationist theories of meaning propose 

not so much a bridge between perception and conception as to construct the latter from the former. The 

representative, as opposed to the inferential functions of predicates, according to such theories, are to be 

explained in terms of the relations of justification and defeat between perception and uses of predicates55.  

If perception is propositionalised then the problem of connecting perception and conception disappears 

or must be posed in a very different way. For without structured perceptual contact with organized wholes 

translation is indeterminate and reference remains inscrutable. The neo-Kantian, of course, sees the 

problems that arise when we attempt to cross the aforementioned bridges as so many reasons for not 

distinguishing between perception and conception. But the grammar, ontology and psychology of 

perception indicate that the neo-Kantian is simply aspect blind.  

 

 

 

 

 

6. DISJUNCTIVISM AND OBJECT-DEPENDENT 

NON-CONCEPTUAL CONTENT 

 



The single most striking feature of all the perceptual reports considered, except for attributions of seeing that, is their 

veridicality. This in its turn explains the factive nature of seeing that reports. For seeing that is based on simple seeing. To see 

that Mary is hitting Sam is to see Mary, Sam and the hit or at least some other particulars connected in a suitably close way with 

these. Seeing that is a belief or judgement based on simple seeing of particulars.  

The veridicality of perception means one thing to the trope nominalist and something quite different to 

the friend of abstract properties. For the former a perceptual state is a relational trope. If I see a horse then 

my perceptual state depends on the horse and on me - although we are independent of the perceptual state. 

If I undergo a horse hallucination then my mental state is a monadic trope of me. There is no lowest type 

of trope to which my perception and my hallucination could belong. For many friends of abstract 

properties these have a variable adicity - one and the same property may be relational in one case and 

monadic in another. But for the friend of tropes it is natural to consider perceptual content to be 

object-dependent. Perhaps the simple senses of proper names are object dependent in a similar way since 

they inherit the object-dependence of perception. But not propositional content, to the extent that this is 

independent of perception and acquaintance, for propositional content is bipolar. 

The claim that perceptual content is object-dependent, disjunctivism, stands opposed to conjunctivism, 

the view that veridical perception and hallucinations have a common ingredient or element, to which a 

suitable causal relation is conjoined in the perceptually optimal case. On the conjunctivist view perception 

is, in Taine’s happy phrase, “a true hallucination” or rather, a veridical hallucination. There are versions of 

disjunctivism which dispense with content. But the following disjunctivist claim 

(B) Sam seems to see a horse iff Sam sees a horse as a horse v Sam is the victim of a 

horse-hallucination  

requires content and, as we have seen, the content need not be conceptual. Each of the two 

exclusive disjuncts in (B) entails the analysandum. Is this, then, not just the common element 

disjunctivism wanted to abandon ? No. Following W. Child (1994), we may say that the analysandum 

attributes an aspect common to each of the two contents attributed to Sam by the disjuncts, one of which is 

object-dependent and the other object-independent or monadic. Just what “aspect” means here may be 

illustrated by the analogy with 

(C) a is coloured ↔ a is red v a is blue 

(in a two colour world). 



Being coloured is not an independent ingredient of being blue or of being red, it is a distinct not a 

separable item. Does this not smuggle in a type of variable adicity by assuming that one and the same 

determinable can can have determinates of different ontological types ? Yes. But the variable adicity 

exists only at the level of determinables. And there are good reasons for thinking that this has to be 

allowed anyway. A pain and a perception both fall under the determinable mental episode. Yet a pain, 

unlike a perception, is a monadic trope. 

For the trope nominalist, then, it is the ontological status of perceptual episodes and of their objects 

which explains why perceptual content is object-dependent. This in turn explains why perceptual reports 

with non-propositional complements are veridical which explains why perceptual reports with 

propositional complements are factives56. 
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NOTES 

1 Warnock 1955. Cf. Husserl, Logical Investigations, VI §§1-6, 40; Husserl’s account of perception is analysed in Mulligan 1995. The present 
paper is in many ways a development of Husserl’s account. 



2 Cf. Dretske’s 1969 Seeing and Knowing and chapter 6 of his 1981 Knowledge and the Flow of Information; Jackson 1977, 37ff. & ch. 7; Evans’ 
account of non-conceptual perceptual information (Evans 1982 §§5.2, 6.3, 7.4); Peacocke 1986, 1989; Ebert 1991.  
3 Rock 1983, 57. Rock is a renegade gestaltist. The minority, gestaltist view in psychology that to see is not to judge goes back to Benussi (cf. 
Stucchi 1993) and has been ably defended by Gaetano Kanizsa (eg 1985) in his analyses of what he calls perceptual integration.  
4 Dretske 1981, ch. 6. Cf. Peacocke 1989, especially p. 315 on Dretske, Lewis 1971, Turvey 1977.  
5 Brunswik 1934 128, cf. 119f. On this distinction and for a variety of arguments in favour of the view that perception is cognitively impenetrable, 
see Fodor 1983.  
6 Cf Evans’ (1982, 123, 227) two distinctions (a) between perceptual information and information we obtain by listening to a story (and which is 
therefore conceptually articulated), and (b) between belief and informational content.  
7 Cf. Evans 1982, 123, Brunswik 1934 128f.. 
8 Broad 1925, 153, cf. 208-9 
9 Broad 1925, 153, cf. 208-9. 
10 The internal, phenomenologically immediate connections between perception and action have been analysed as indirect transitions involving 
kinaesthetic information and body images (Husserl 1973, Evans 1982) and as direct transitions (Koffka 1925, V, §9). Cf. also Prinz 1987.  
11 Cf. Evans 1982, 157: “[t]o say that these things are perceived in a particular manner is not at all to imply that these things are not themselves perceived”; Peacocke 1989, 303.  
12 Cf. Dokic 1998. 
13 The view mentioned above that content is a tokening of mentalese can be combined with the view that there are tokenings of formal concepts 
other than those mentioned here - non-logical concepts.  
14 Cf. Mulligan, Smith and Simons 1984, Campbell 1990, Simons 1987, ch. 8. The present section develops a claim made at §4 of the first of 
these.  
15 The view that all universals are formal has much to recommend it.  
16 On the view I favour, an independent particular is composed of tropes that are specifically (or token-) dependent on one another (cf. Husserl’s 
third Logical Investigation, Simons 1992). An independent particular, like all particulars, is in time. But its inner internal relations are outside 
time. This is the grain of truth in the claim that a thing has a history but no temporal parts (cf. Mulligan 1992).  
17 Cf. Mourelatos 1977.  
18 Dretske 1969, 14, 166; cf. Warnock 1955, 209.  
19 In his analysis of primary epistemic seeing, Dretske (1969, 141) talks not of simple perception of a relation but of simple seeing of the terms of 
a relation and the condition that these would not look the way they do unless the relation obtained. 
20 One distant ancestor of the view is Bolzano’s analysis of impersonal sentences such as “It ‘s snowing” as “There is a snow fall” 
(Wissenschaftslehre §172). 
21 Armstrong 1978, I, Johansson 1989, ch. 3.  
22 Mulligan, Smith and Simons 1984. 
23 See, for example, Brunswik 1934, 1956, von Fieandt 1966. 
24 See Dokic 1998. For an objection to this view, see Mulligan 1996. 
25 Cf Hirsch’s (1982, 106f., 244f.) discussion of the views of Quine and the Gestalt psychologists on this matter. 
26 On the related Romance construction, the pseudorelative, cf. Guasti 1992. 
27 The interesting limit case, “a saw John standing”, is perhaps due to the fact that this state is nevertheless an act, something John does. 
28 Cf. Falkenberg 1989. 
29 Perhaps “Sam naked is a sight for sore eyes” is acceptable, perhaps because the main predicate refers to perception. Cf. Parsons 1990, 193. 
30 Cf. Falkenberg 1989. 
31 On perceptual identities see Dretske 1969, 60-61. 
32 Cf. Parsons 1990, ch. 10.  
33 For the view that the truth-maker relation between a truth-bearer and a trope need not involve a detour via quantification over the trope in the 
form of the truth-bearer, cf. Mulligan, Smith and Simons 1984, 308.  
34 Higginbotham 1983, 112f. 
35 Barwise & Perry 1986, 182; Higginbotham 1983, 111.  
36 On constructions with “as”, cf Aarts 1992, 111f. 
37 Even Dretske is of this opinion, Dretske 1990, 133. 
38 This claim involves giving up the strong requirement mentioned in §1 according to which concepts are employed only in the context of 
propositions. For an alternative to the strong requirement, see Mulligan 1997, 1997a. 
39 Austin 1962, 101. 
40 On this aspectual difference see Guasti 1992, ch. 6. 
41 Dretske 1969, ch. IV; Jackson 1977, 159-167. 
42 Dretske 1969, 20. “For” might be better.  
43 Cf. Rock 1983, 51. 
44 Goldmeier 1972, 62. 



45 Wittgenstein notes that perceptual reports may describe perception of internal relations (LWPP §152, §155, §156). 
46 Elsewhere (Mulligan 1993, 1998 forthcoming) I have given some reasons for thinking that the relational material tropes introduced here as the 
objects of much perception, can be reduced to different types of internal relations and that things are structured wholes of monadic tropes. 
47 Cf. Mulligan 1988.  
48 PI II, ix. Wittgenstein, however, concentrates on awareness of internal relations in experiences of change of aspect rather than on perception 
tout court. 
49 Jackson 1977, ch. 2; Kelley 1986, 234ff. 
50 But see Millikan 1991. 
51 Cf. Mulligan 1998. 
52 Cf. McDowell 1994, 7; Bouveresse 1995, 10. 
53 Cf. Horn 1989, §5.2. Horn also notes (323) that factives, such as “see that”, are not Neg raisers. De Sousa (1971) argues that one type of probability, Bayesian, attaches to belief, another, 
Bernouillian, to the leap of judgement. On this claim, see Dennett 1985. 
54 Cf. Mulligan 1997a, Mulligan & Smith 1986. 
55 Cf. Mulligan 1998. 
56 Acknowledgments are due to the Swiss FNRS (7OUT-029707), which supported the Geneva project on the philosophy of perception and 
thanks, for comments and criticisms, to the members of the project, Teresa Guasti, Roberto Casati and Jerome Dokic; to audiences in Gargnano 
(1990), Paris, Aix and Berne, Canberra, Valencia, Prague, Irvine and elsewhere; to Theo Ebert, Gianfranco Soldati and Brian Garrett. 
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